
Draw your design on the vinyl and cut it out 
with scissors. If you use a utility knife or a 
scalpel, make sure to use a suitable pad, e.g. 
a cutting mat. Use a   cutting ruler for cut-
ting straight lines.  

Place your prepared design on the textile, 
hotmelt side facing down, transparent car-
rier facing up. You can tape it down with 
the HappyFix Thermo Tape to make sure it 
won‘t slip.

Then place a cover sheet such as HappyCo-
ver NonStick over your design to protect 
garment and design.

Now you can transfer your design perma-
nently to the garment using an iron ar a 
heat press. 

You can find the right settings for tempera-
ture and time on the next page.

How to get started
without a computer or cutter:

This example has been made with HappyFashion Pro. 
HappyFlock, HappyCut, HappyGlitter and HappyFashion 
are applied the same way.

TIP: 
Using one our inexpensive heat transfer presses for beginners – the HappyPress 2.0 or 
the HappyPress 3 – will make transferring your designs to the garment even easier. As 
the temperature and the pressure are more accurate and more evenly distributed as 
with an iron the results will be more permanent!
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HappyFlock, HappyCut, HappyGlitter, HappyFashion and  
HappyFashion Pro are printed the same way.

Iron:
Set the iron to the highest cotton setting. If the design is not bigger 
than the heating plate of your iron firmly press for about 20 seconds 
without moving the iron.

If the design is larger than the heating plate of the iron, press 
individual areas with slight to medium pressure for about ten 
seconds befor moving on to the next area and repeating the process. 
Afterwards iron for about 20 seconds with firm pressure in circling 
motions over the entire design while paying special attention to the 
edges to make sure they will stick.
Let your design cool off, and peel off the transparent carrier.

Heat Press:
Temperature: 165°C
Time: 15 sec
Pressure: medium

General Note:
Always pre-iron the garment for a couple of seconds to eliminate 
residual moisture and creases.

Always use a nonstick cover sheet like HappyCover.

If you are using an iron make sure the surface on which you iron is 
plain, not too soft and can handle the temperature. An ironing board 
is not suitable as it is too soft.

If the design does not stick 100 %, repeat the procedure with more 
pressure.

The heat plates of the heat press or the iron ar hot. Do not touch 
them and make sure to securely put down the iron.

Printing and transferring correctly

TIP: 
You can press several colours and different materials 
one atop the other to create great effects!

Of course your final print will be thicker and it is more 
likely you will feel the print on the shirt. This is not the 
case if you fit the different colours/materials together 
like a Jigsaw puzzle which will be more comfortable to 
wear!

This is really easy with a computer and a Silhouette 
cutter that has included the right software. Have a look 
at our instruction „How to get started with a computer 
and a cutter“.

Combine Colours and 
Materials!
We used HappyFlex vinyls for the big letters on the shirt in 
this example. We used the colours fluo green, blue, pink, 
and green and we cut them using a Silhouette cutter. 

The design on the shirt was printed on HappyPrint light 
using an inkjet printer and was cut using a Silhouette 
cutter.

The stars on the trousers wer cut from our fluffy soft 
HappyFlock.
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